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HEAD
GRADS
FOR
HOMECOMING
TONIGHT
Alumni Wander,
Record Crowd

University.
Seattle

Wonder In New
Seattle College

President of College To Vol. IX.— No. 18.
Welcome Grads

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1942

Expected To
Mix Tomorrow

Souders' Band Plays To
Good Neighbors

Z— Boo

Teachers Soon
ToInstruct Air
Raid Wardens

Progress Hits
New High In
Subscriptions

Latin America receives its
Graying grads will once
collegiate salute tomorrow
night when Seattle College
again wander through the
creaking halls of Seattle Colclimaxes Homecoming Week
lege when they return Friday
with its gigantic Homecoming
night to attend the annual
"Good Neighbor" Ball.
Homecoming Open House.
Hundreds of graduates,.'
Last Tuesday and Thurs- students, and friends of the
Haines,
I
Launching
drive,
Befreckled Bill
coa gig-antic
the
day evenings from 7:30 to College will jam into the
chairman with Lorraine Ei- Catholic Northwest Progress licked
9:30, Seattle College played Civic Auditorium to celebrate
flame-like
ahead
in
a
scheme
to
scn, has decreed that the afshatter all past subscription altihost
to some forty Seattle cit- to the music of "master tromfair will begin with Benedic- tudes in a new high as a feature
bonist" Jackie Souders and
izens,
as the burden of civilCatholic Press Month, it was
tion in the Chapel at eight of
popular
piece band.
his
to,ld this week to the Spectator.
ian defense instruction was Souders hasfifteen
o'clock. Following this cere- Reaching- into
had
extended
en37 diocisan parishes,
transferred to' the shoulder? gagements at Seattle's Olymmony the President of the nine bishop-appointed priests will
of those who should do it pic Bowl, Rio Del Mar Hotel,
College, Reverend Francis scatter in a network to spread the
Catholic
Press
8.
messageFeb.
best
the Seattle teachers. | 6 months inHonolulu and has
Corkery, S. J., will welcome
On Subscription
Recruits
played to record crowds at
the guests. The Drama
In a 272 word editorial the ProRecruited from the grade most of the other major
Guild promises to emote with gress glued the Catholic Press
schools, high schools, and col- hotels and theatres from Vanin combating the dangers
its customary vigor and va- need
leges of the city ,these teach- couver B. C. to San Diego,
of war-time
to its subscribers'
riety for the amusement of minds.
ers
formed themselves into a California.
Urging Catholic to support
themen and women who were "his" Catholic newspaper
unit designed and equipped Most recent engagement o
by
pasubscribing to it
and
here when.
to instruct the city's air-raid the Souder's aggregation ha
tronizing its advertisers
the
wardens in the proper techni- been at the Crystal Room o
The gallant Inter-collegiate Progress pointed out its workings
for coping with bomb and the exclusive Winthrop Hote
que
Knights plan to convoy the for Catholic Press Month. The
gas
attacks and other defense in Tacoma. The band wil
graduates through the halls plan to storm diocisan churches
of
-I.
Courtesy
Cut
Seattle
P.
problems
arising in their feature specialties throughou
of both buildings after the en- with dynamite convincing words is
a gala evening.
territories.
tertainment. This tour will,scheduled by Progress boosters.
Miss Mary Ellen Petrich and Miss Eilee iMallon, two Seattle College Students, enFeature of intermission time
Leonard
Directs
be highlighted by club and
Campaign Purpose
counter little difficulty in establishing friondly relations with at least one represenUnder the general direction will be the elaborate distri
departmental exhibits. The While dubbing February Catholtative of Latin American culture, Senor Israel Torrico, Bolivian consul.
science, physics, chemistry, ic Press Month His Excellency, the
of Major Thomas Leonard, bution of scores of valuable
Gera,ld
the meeting was directly su- prizes ranging from a 1942
Shaughnessy, S.
and biology departments will Most Rev.
display the awesome if grisly M., Bishop of Seattle decreed in
pervised by Seattle architect- Plymouth to tickets for theat
ural engineer Harry Powell. res and diners.
products of their labor in the ;an official Progress announcement
to place
campaign purpose
The first discussion on Tues- Specialty awards are listec
Science Building, and the theCatholic
paper
every
a
in
home.
day
night was conducted by for the oldest grad, best look
other clubs will line the se- :Hoping for a campaign success the
Mr.
Schmalle of Garf ic 1d ing college couple, and couple
cond floor of the Liberal Arts bishop said, "May we soon be able
Hearts and superstition combine
Building with their exhibits. to acclaim our faithful as welHigh School, who spoke on most typifying Seattle Col
in theme at the Friday 13th Gavel
A novel addition to the usual j «coming The Catholic Northwest
the nature and properties of lege.
Mixer to uniquely entertain
' Club
program will be the moving j1Progress to every home with every
toxic gases. After classifying Finale to intermission wil
Seattle College dancers.
pictures to be shown by thei lmember a constant reader."
gases
according to their be an exhibition in Rhumba
co-chairmen,
Committee
Warren
adventurous Hi-Yu-Cole Club. The nine priests authorized by With much crossing of the pro- Johnson and Bertha Gleeson
weight
and persistency, Mr. rhythm portrayedby the fin
anA guest register will be ithe bishop to start the propelling verbial fingers, Junior Class men nounced the Valentine and unlucky President Ray Mongrain of Se- Schmalle considered the est ballroom team in the
of the drive are the Rev. Father await anxiously the next
placed on the first floor to Hugh
Student Friday theme combination was attle College Thursday night ap-! problems of recognizing the Northwest. The Desmond and
j
Gallagher; the Rev. Joseph
meeting at which pledgtes of I chosen because it offered a vast peared as guest speaker at the St. presence of each gas, the efBody
record the names and addres- Dougherty;
]
the Rev. Erlwapl Mcj Bernier Dance Studios are
an- field eif experunfptntion in deco- Frnnci3- House of Hospitality, J.OlO
ses of the returning gradu- Fadden,
]
the-gas on the body,
the Rev. Thomas Gill; the Urn Alpha Sigma Nu are to be*
of
jfects
surprises.
■cJivling'this evfcirL.
ration
and
cuuse,
]
ates.
Gera,ld Moore; the Rev. Jo- nounced. And not without
King Street. The topic of Mr. and the recommended treatRev.
The
Mixer
has
been
this,
for
the
national
Jesuit
honi
scheduled
Celebrities
from all walks
"While the Homecoming Eseph Yogel; the Rev. Charles orary, admits only those men who for the K.C. Hall and the selection Mongrain's discourse "Student At- ment.
expected
of
life
are
to attend.
Kelly;
the
Rev.
Theodore
Sullivan
Open House is primarily for ]
Bombs
rank shco,lastically in the upper % of an orchestra is still in progress. titude Toward Catholic Action" j
the grads, all former students land the Rev. William J. Power. of their junior class and who have Students are quietly awaiting drew a lively discussion from bothI Mr. Muensch then took up jConsuls from many South and
Central American countries
distinguished themselves for serv-' the choice in view of the mediocre students and businessmen. In the
and friends of the College are
j the discussion, dealing with have indicated they will be
i
ice and loyalty to the school ss hands engaged lately at other colmore than welcome. All 1
course of his speech Mr. Mongrain bombs. He treated of the present.
lege club functions.
well.
undergraduates should be
student attitude to- penetrative and ex p1os iv c
Decorations
for
the
Society and news reporters
novel mixer treated on the
Faculty members at present are
present and they should also j
ward labor unions, liturgical work, forces of bombs ,the combat!busily perusing records of eligible will be planned by Napoleon
are to cover the dance for the
the training of women students for
invite their parents to attend,
males in preparation for the an- Rousseau, Ruth Butler, and Ade- business and social work, and in- ing of time bombs, magnesium major daily papers of Seattle.
as all the members of the 1
line
Chamberlain.
bombs, thermit bombs, and Queen Ruth I(Ruth Brand)
nouncement of the worthy pledges. J
ter-racial relations.
faculty will be present and it
Singular exception to this rule of j Both Bill Moffat and Roscoe
oil bombs.
and her lovely court of prinwill be an exellent opportunthe dance
MALONE SPEAKS
|faculty election are two appoint- Balch are publicizing
The talks on Thursday ev- cesses
will be crowned in a
ity for the parents to meet Blond, retiring John Daly, who ments made at the discretion of in an effort to attract a recordAlso on the program for the ev- ening were delivered by spectacular coronation cereboth the religious and lay cdisclaims the epithet of politician, the president of the school.Father breaking crowd.
Tickets are being distributed ening was Mr. Ralph Malone, gen- Father Conway of Seattle mony during the evening.
members of the faculty," said *was the unanimous choice of the Corkery, if he so desires. These under
the direction of Mary Do- eral manager of Totem Pontiac, College and by Mr. Bryd, Tuxedos are optional for
<■Gavel Club for the office of the men, Seniors always, are not al- {
chairman Haines.
herty
and
John Daly.
who spoke on "Business and vice-principal in the Seattle
treasurer of that organization at ways chosen and then on'y if parti- |
at the ball while formal
Morals." Mr. Malone is a promin- School system. Father Con- men
cularly outstanding and if for
its meeting this week.
dresses
are in order for the
of
Qlub,
ent member
the Sierra
a way presented a discussion
Daly stepped into the office va- some reason, they were not adladies.
mens'
organizaCatholic
business
of the vital problems in home
cated by Tony Buhr when Buhr mitted during their Junior year.
tion whose purpose is to obtain protection, explaining
Father Beezer, moderator and
how
was elected president of the club. final,
boys
funds for the education of
for
supreme judge of candidates,
basement rooms may be
Ruth Butler handled the installapriesthood.
the
tion of the two newly elected of- turned a deaf ear to plea of eluHomecomers will be ushered
Among former speakers at the shored and sealed to lessen
cidation on the forthcoming con- 'nto typical college atmosphere
ficers.
House
of Hospitality were Dean the dangers and casualties
vention of the Jesuit Honorary.
when refreshments are |McGoldrick and Father Christoff. during air attacks.
An open forum, led by dimuniPeriodically, at four years in- ' tonite
sprved in the College Cavern as an
Reports
tive Bertha Gleason and prexy
|Father Christoff says of the house,
Father John Forster, S.J., GenDr. Drill, Dean of the Engineer- Buhr, on "The plea of insanity tervals a meeting at Marquette added attraction to "Open House." "St. Francis House is a place
eral
Prefect of Studies of the
University
brings
in
Milwaukee
Father
was
Conway
follow'
ing Dept. stated today that the
Serving tonite are the members where one mijrht easily expect to
Oregon Province, visited Seattle
Pall Quarter had been more or less should be abolished in criminal representatives to the mother of the Silver Scro,'l, Seattle Col- meet Jesus Christ, Himself." ed by Mr. Bryd who explained College
,last week and voiced his
cases." Verne Robinson argued chapter there for discussion. The
a sifting period for students to see from
lege Womens' honorary.
Scheduled to address the House on the procedure that air-raid regret that owing to the limitathe
medical
and
viewpoint,
delegate
wil,!
by
S.
C.
be
chosen
if they were adapted to engineer- declared all other arguments inHomecoming chairman, Bill Feb. 12 is father Thomas Gill, wardens are expected to fol- jtion of time, he was unable to visit
his fraternity brothers and sent Haines, has made arrangements
ing work, and the present winter
to head of the Catholic Charities So- low in making their reports more classes.
valid.
at
Napolean
expense
Rousseau
was
there
the
of
the
school
qquarter Engineering students are
"^omrnodate a crowd even larger ciety in Seattle. All are cordially and in contacting the city's
to
He expressed himself pleased
upon
to give a true to life
learn of the activities of the
the "cream of the crop," for they called
than the one which made last urged to attend these interesting defense units.
with
the procedures and standards
of
his
own
as
to
inexperience
had the necessary mathematical sanity
veir's Oi>^n House a success.
<established at Seattle College.
CContinued on Page 4.)
discussions!
in
To
Instruct
criminals.
background and aptitude to surWarren Johnson and Bertha
The teachers who attended
vive preliminaries.
these conferences will now
The Doctor explained that next Gleason were appointed co-chairundertake to disseminate this '
quarter will bring surveying as men of the coming Gavel Club
a Seattle College course with five Mixer.
information among air-raid
transits being brought here by the
Also covered in the meeting was
wardens, to insure against
beginning of the Spring Quarter. the discussion of and inter-colpanic and loss of valuable Mv Sigma, the school's music
blossomed forth last
Also, all the machinery for the legiate debate with Washington
time owing to ignorance or honorary,
.
January 28th with their third MuEngineering School is being clean- State College to be held her soon, Exposing a plot to close A. S. Lowden.Due to neglect or disgust for Advisory Board were made. faulty information.
'
;
sic and Amateur Night of this
ed and laid, ready to be put into sponsored by the Gavel Club.
S. €. nominations for the Vice- he failed to renominate Lowden| They included, Bud Feeley, Dona
school year.
specifically

—
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...

...

...
. ....

Hearts
Prexy Mongrain
JuniorsNervous BlackRuleCats;Gavel
Dance
As Alpha Sig. Nu
Guest Speaker At
Considers Pledges
St. FrancisHouse

..

'

1

1

Daly Elected Money
Man For Gaveleers
' Unanimous Vote
In

1

Refreshments Listed
For Tonite's Guests

Surveying Course Due
For Spring Quarter
Engineering Students

Prefect of Studies
Approves of S. C.
j

Amateur Nite Fails
To Draw Big Crowd

Bottleneck Bill Moffat Fails To Obstruct Election;
One J. Wm. Bates Disavows Political Aspirations

use. Doctor Drill

mentioned the drill press and the

shaper as having been cleaned and
put into use.

"All students should enter the
Engineering School with the intention of seeing if they are cut

out for such work and if not, turn
to some other field," said the
Dean.
He further stated that the next
course in Engineering begins with
the Summer Quarter.

Gaveleers Will Tilt
With W. S. C. Squad
Washington State College's
travelling debate team has been
invited to engage in public debate
with the Seattle College squad
under the auspices of the Gavel

Club. The datefor this affairhas
been scheduled for Friday, Feb. 6.
Location for the debate is as
yet unannounced.

—

—
DEAN'S OFFICE
Seniors Notice

All Seniors who not file
their application for degrees by March Ist, 1942,
will be charged a fee of
$2.00, for late application.
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE.

Mid-Quarter

-

Examinations
Mid Quarter examinations are to be held this
week in all branches.
Teachers should immediately inform the office concerning students whose
progress at mid-quarter indicates the need of special
help of warning.

Presidency

Advisory when, the floor was open.

jMoberg, Mary Jane Kelly, Ed
Small voiced Bill Moffat, who ICraig, and Phil Beg,'in from the
the last Spectator edition and either took his supposed Advisory |Frosh class. Gene Voiland and
crowded one of the most unpre- Board assignment too seriously or IMike Hardiman from the Sophdictable student body meetings of had ants in his respected pants, mores; and Ted Mitchell and Dick
this year, last Friday at the K. C. conscientiously arose after each Walsh from Junior Class. Moffat
Under a strong tension that candidate was proposed, to close moved the nomination closed after
shrouded the meeting, the nomi- the nominations, provoking laugh- each one.
nations were carried out.
ter at first which slowly changed
Frail statured Bill Moffat re- In a Red Cross-U. S. O. book
Tony Buhr was the first nomi- to disgust by his repetition.
deemed himself as the hero, in a donation campaign,
an empty box
nated for the Vice President. BeHis jumping-jack antics rather short hill-billy melodrama, with has been coljecting books at S. C.
fore his nomination was seconded infuriated Mr. Terhar, a fellow Lillian Perry and handsome Bill during the
last week. Books apBill Moffat jumped up and
iudere. and Bill Bates. Mr. Bates Orland, that was enacted to publi- parently believed thrown in the
Mr. President Imove that the no- requested that the meeting be cize Home Coming Dance.
halls for the extensive drive were
minations be qlo
before he taken seriously instead of treating
While Bill Bates held aloft a found to be library property.
finished a half dozen hands pulled the nominations as a farce. Chief basket, lovely Queen Ruth, drew
Altho students were urged to
him to his seat. Buhr's nomina- Justice Terhar was so strong in his the names of the 3 tickets to Win- bring
books throughout the week,
tion was seconded but he immedi- disrespect for Moffat that he ter Informal. Freshman Ed Ruddy the empty
book box in the hall
ately withdrew.
was called out of order by Pres. and smiling Bill Stapleton were Thursday night resembled an
Bill Bates was proposed. Mof- Mongrain, when he told Bill Mof- lucky. Emmett McKillop's ticket empty shell hole.
fat moved that the nominations fat to "quit taking the Spec, too was cautioned off when he failed
be closed. Bates nobly declined seriously."
to claim it. With a fine bit of stra—DEAN'S OFFICE—
his nomination stating that he
After a stormy session Nora tegy, the ticket was auctioned off
Volunteering as air-raid wardwanted no one to think (as had Keavy, David Read and Tom An- to Bob Odom for $1.49 and 1tax ens, Father
McGoldrick S.J.and
been shyly rumored) that he was derson were nominated for Vice- token.
Father Conway S.J. have been
using the Homecoming dance
Pres. . Whistling Manuel Vera was At 12:10 Prexy Mongrain called assigned to the territory beto forward his political aspira- unanimously nominated for the for an adjournment motion. Bill
tween Broadway and 11th and
tions. Then before the floor was position of Sergeant-at-Arms.
Moffat quiet,ly moved the meet- from Madison to Marion, Dean
cleared Bates nominated Bob In calm contrast the nominations ing be adjourned.
McGoldrick revealed this week.

and

the

Board, students were stunned by

..

...

Playing before a small audience,
Book Campaign which
was composed mainly of
Otis
and
the Women's
Resembles A Trio,
the Mixed Quartet, and Mr.
Aklin's renditions, were all outin their performances.
Shell Hole standing
An intruder, in the person of the
boys

girls,

drummer boy, Manuel Vera, inveigled his way onto the Amateur
Hour in the interest of advertisement for the Homecoming Dance
by way of the mouth organ. He
successfully removed Chattanooga

Choo Choo and Tonight We Love
from many favorite song lists.
The
— evening's prize a dollar
bill was awarded in a close vote

—

to Bill Moeller, who did a beautiful piano job on "Stardust" and
"Tea for Two."
The remaining Amateurs con-

sisted of Warren Johnson's clarinet presentation of the "Bells of
St. Mary's", and "Song of India."
Betty Loggins and Sterling Miller
gave vocal solos, and a banjo number was also included.
Accompanist for the entire af-

fair was Rosie Bischoff.

.
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Informally

Accomplishment

By ED CRAIG
The long voluminous blasts of a depart—EDITORIAL STAFF—
ing freighter subdued momentarily the conBob LaLanne
By Mary Ellen Beyer
Editor
tinued squawking of the sea gulls while a
Joe Eberharter
Throughout America there are
Associate Editor
*
dislodged piling rode easily the incoming
Ted Mitchell hundreds of medical clinics where
News Editor
J" iair<1 people with moderate incomes are
Rewrite Editor
betty kumhero tide. A cold wind chilled clearly the Janart editor
able to receive advice and treateditor b. j. dunham
uary night and Jan Griffen, who stood
K.
couldn't
Clark,
Why
John
ment for a smallfee.
New Staff: Mary Doherty, Lee
staring at the blackened water below him;
mary
beyer
Kohls, Mary Ellen Nachtshein, Dona Mobcrg, legal clinics be conducted on the
editor
ellen
associate
Weiss,
Lee Jacobuccl, Warren Johnson, Mary Jane Kelly, same plan? thought William
a frightened heldiver dived hurriedly into
York corporation
Pat Canan, Cronln Anderson, Kay Smith, Kit a successful New
the depths and disappeared. Jan watched it.
Elsen, Bill Moffat, Dick Brinck,Umretta Frawley. attorney.
quiz
homer
'n
kids
Life had not been too long felt by Jan
When Weiss became afflicted
Dwlght Kramer with a disease that confined him
although it seemed that all of the troubles
Business Manager
Warren Johnson, Mary Ellen Currid to a wheel chair ten years ago, he
Ad Staff
in existence had tumbled successfully upon
cheese box
Typists
Phyllis Masker, Barbara Cordes established the first legal clinic.
the young shoulders. School was to have
Since then lawyers all over the naeulogies
interested
in
been
a new life, a life apart and unrelated
tion have become
Service,Inc.
National Advertising
legal clinic idea.
Weiss'
to
the
years before, but the life was the
CMttr Publishers Reprtsmtaliv
As co-chairman of theHomecomNEW YORK. N.Y.
case of the frantic young
college students are
The
Modern
A2.0 MADISON AYS.
evening passed and no night exNo
be next to mad- same.
'BOSTON i-OS ANGELES " SAN FRANCISCO
comp class bat
CHICAGO
"busy" when it comes to books. ing Ball, it would
husband illustrates the type of ledisregard
opto
this
ness
for
me
hausted itself that didn't reflect in his
gal counsel Weiss gives at his clinThey haven't the time to pore over
of that dance. thoughts
portunity
for
mention
aren't
for
picked
required
day
up
the
that
Weiss
looks
and dreams a thousand times over
ic. One
noon swing shift?
Tomorrow nite is the Big Nite as
telephone receiver to hear the frantheir special courses. This is espe- far
which he had believed he
students,
its
those
minutes
College,
Seattle
Gene
as
Moberg
By
Dona
cially true of the more important
Since the Publicity Committee for jtic young husband inform him In
grads, and its friends are con- would live but once. Oh yes, he had tried
its
professors
English
voice
that
a
local
hosthat
the
an excited
books
Homecoming serenaded the patrons of pital
cerned. The Civic Auditorium, no many means of distraction, but none of
Nine minutes remain until call "literature."
was holding his wife and into the ac- cheesebox of a hall, will, Ihope, be
the College Cavern with swing music fant son until the bill was paid. th'3next class. With elated Most of this is due living
them proved true to definition, in every
for
a
standard
of
with well filled. Jackie Souders'famous
payment
make
"I can't
soul, I
from room 118, celerated
rush
the
music
andThe
supply
via juke box records all this week, it is month,"
band
will
incident
there was present a great clutching
printed
of
matter
consdeluge
young
man.
its
cried the
ignoring Mrs. Leonard's as- tantly coming before the reader. Good Neighbor Policy will be the hand which grasped the wandering mind
being widely debated whether a perm- "What should Ido?"
order of the day. Why not make
right," replied Weiss. "Ask tonished gaze, and the greet- |Universal education and increased
anent nickelodeon should be installed "All
this the biggest thing ever and and dragged it, struggling and tormented,
college
made
the
books
have
not
|
the superintendent for a release
have
each S. C. student bring at back into the seeming ever present state of
Iman a better reader.
in the lunchroom for the pleasure of the once again. If he refuses, borrow
least one other couple? In that fear and desolation. Now he realized the
much
(without
You'll
find
his phone and call the police. Tell
searching) students who are fa- way, we'll all have a good time,
diners.
them your wifeand child are being
one of the futility of such attempts, but what was he
miliar with the latest stories in that new car which is away,
The Spectator, considering the prob- held for ransom."
be
and to So next? Would those mute waters below
given
will
prizes
who
the Post or the American
It worked. The relieved young
time to finish "David joyousness will reign once more him absorb his troubles as it had a few
haven't
had
lem of "do we or don't we" have a juke husband
and father had his family
Copperfield.' Many have spent before we enter Lent.
minutes before the frightened helldiver.
box. takes a surprise stand for the first home within an hour.
hours on current magazines like
TO ALL GRADS we say, welto
most
$1.00
a
fee
charges
you
Why shouldn't it, there could be nothing
Weiss
I'll
bet
some
of
Time and Life, but have not read come home!
time this year on ony controversial is- of his clients who seem to need
that are a little surprised at S. C, its wrong in destroying a life, destined to be
the
historical
works
great
sues by saying, "We don't give a sympathetic, common sense advice
form the background of today's new buildings, its new studentsand unsuccessful and able only to draw other
more than anything else. For the
teachers. But youMl all recognize
events.
"Whoop" one way or the other.
good of those who cannot afford
Rare Bird
the famous old S. C. spirit. For human beings into unhappiness. If only
to hire a lawyer,legal clinics should
The student who hurried through |further proof of that, come down something would happen which would jusgreetings, grads
be established. They might proScott's Ivanhoe, then discovered Ito the Auditorium, and you'll be tify his presence on earth, but no he was
vent ppo))le from themselves into!
that Sir Walter penned a whole iparticipating in the biggest College
© dawn comes early
destined for failure.
a muddle, the kind of a muddleI
to i function that we have ever had.
shelf of books, and proceeded
—
they're in when they si<*n gar-!
.: : eve y one of them is a rare
Memories: Many of you remem- Jan drew hack from the edge of the slip
komment
kumhera's
nishees for their own wages, for
bird now. The man with a hot in- jher the timeLouis Sauvain, now a and closed his eyes, trying vainly to hide or
example.
terest in Blake, Donne, Francis inovice at the Jesuit IMovitiate,
writers not Sheridan, Oregon, was invited by destroy the tempting thought. But for only
Thompson or other
Open house is a wonderful thing. Old Grads
Stiff Upper Chin
a
first place ;our Pean in his (the Dean's) own a moment did he fight the temptation, he
generally
accorded
lose that man-of-the-world manner and blissfully
Individuals who strove to have
familiar
to |distinctive manner. Translated in- seemed to have no will
by
critics
was
once
power left. Again
remember the good 'ol days, completely forgetting a slender waistline and attemot to
to Americanese, the Dean's invitaj
8
those
o'clock
stepped
edge
to the
of the platform; in
get it by taking reducing prepara- nigs of ray classmates. Like
those hectic hours of cramming
tion sounds like: "Step into me af- he
Forgotten
.!
tions,
usually
and
no
with
little
sucsoap
cold
water
meet
fog
classes
horn foretold mournfully
fice." Well, Lou was so invited, the distance a
class, I
abso- cess. Small wonder, for the inirre- a bat out of "Comp"
is that feel:ng of being completely flat
and loving the Dean, (as do we all) the thickening fog.
dipnts of such products have been skim the steps to the second ;
he accepted with alacrity. In the
lutely without a copper, and the Informal but a
He stood as if entranced, his expression
found to bo worthless in the treat- floor, and fearfully fly past
is
yesterday
jcourse of the conversation resulLost in the haze of
week away.
of
obesity.
ment
What
can
beestant upon the invitation, Lou and blank except for the determined and half
even that dreadful despondency following the dis- wax, snap, charcoal,
the opening class room doors. If I
and
starch
do
had
a
jthe Dean became embroiled in a crazed gleam in the youthful blue eyes. The
covery that the girl of his choice already
to help the situation? Yet many reach the women's room before my \
fine distinction on the subject of
to
the
who
took
him
girl
to
ask
date and he had
pilings creaked rhythmically; the fog rolled
persons continually buy reducing fair sisters descend on it like a
Icredits. Loud and long did Mr.
the Turnabout.
preparations made of these prod- horde of grasshoppers,,Iwjll haveii
lazily about the shaded light, and a tug boat
'■now
Sauvain
bewail
Brother)
his
Old.Gra<Js huddle, for a moment and. as a young ucts, plus a liberal amount of wa- one corner of the mirror to myself.)
fate. Finally, after the whistled shrilly its exaggeratedmight. Jan
fcholastic
Frantically Iclutch the brass hanthing from the Class of "45 walks by, they murmur ter. We live to learn.
walls of the Deans' office began didn't hear it though, he heard nothing,
a
dle of the door only to have it open
in a don't-look-now-but-did-you-see-what-I-see tone
to bulge slightly, the Dean's Gaelic
Plato
closer,
And
all
my
glance
downward,
step
school?"
in
face
with
considerable
force.
a
grade
a
then
as
if
this,
simply,
voice,
Very
"What
Is
accents
were
heard.
of
Did you ever wonder why George By the time Ihave peeled myself
very tellingly, the Dean reversed some great cape had been lifted, his face
nod their heads wisely because at the time Father Washington
always looked so se- from the adjoining locker, bevies
;
remind
them
when
to
that
his
former decision in Lou's regard was a mask of horror.
sn't
around
McGoldrick
rious in his pictures? It seems of babbling beauties are streaming
and said: "Step OUT of me affice"
they learned the fundamentals they weren't exactly that Washington got toothaches so by into the object of my struggles.
"Could it be real what he saw in those
Those of us who were witness
bristly-chinned Paul Bunyan's themselves!
often that he had to have all his With renewed vigor and not a litwaters, why, it was impossible! But
to
inky
the
whole
affair
found
the
S.
C.
?
Oh,
they
And as for the potential grads of
teeth extracted. A silversmith tle indignant Iwedge myself beemerging Sauvain in a strange no, there it was again, he couldn't be misspurt
sudden
and
with
a
made
him
a
but
fitted
respectful
eyebrow
plate,
raise a
it
so tween petite Mary Witscher and
" it seemed to call him. A smile
emotional state. Slightly miffed
"Gee, kid, d'ya imperfectly that he could hardly gum-chewing Helen Brown and let
taken
of magnanimous pity murmur
to
at
hours
and
losing
five
credit
still
suppose they everhad any fun here <n those days?" close his lips. During his earlier th struggling tide of femininity
replaced the tortured features, and he
And they shake their heads sympatheticallybecause years, Washington's facial expres- bear me as far as themirror. Well, t-very college. His numbers are
leaped.
gaiety, only nineteen birds of paradise are
speedily dwindling. The greater
Father Peronteau isn't there to tell them that their sions indicated a love af
repose,
and
not
A few minutes later he swam, refreshed,
severity.
preening
themselves in front of me novels of the past, while always
class could be called the height of lethargy comchattering
and
chimpansees.
23!
like
student
of
liteto the pilings, holding high out of the
interesting
up
class
or
to
the
rip-roaring
of
pared to that
As Iwait patiently with one foot rature, are losing their hold on
water
And then, (if we must go on) in a little while
a small sandy haired boy. Jan was
;n;
bunion beater
n the wastebasket and both hands the populace. The film version of
the Freshmen will be old Grads and the old Grads
happy,
he had done something.
full of other people's books, Igaze such stories as "Vanity Fair" or
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Bates Says

Windmills Will Still Be
Tilted Though Foyle Be Forgot
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will be older still but everyone will be happy so
what the heck are we worrying about!

*

*

*

Hobnails In
Stanza Form

at the broad expanse of mirror
near the ceiling where it can be of
no possible use to anyone short of
a Paula Bunyon 'and dream of
stampeding the lasses in front of
(Continued on Page 4)

"Pride and Prejudice" will be the
only way that even the collegedegreed public knows
— the stories.
As for the poets the bells are
tolling for them. All of them from
(Continued on Page 4)

After tomorrow comes Sunday and after Sunday
comes Monday and Monday is the day when white i
is black and black is white just because Uncle
Samuel sez it's so.
The following poem of praise to
Before, you commence complaining, give your aesthe
Hiyu Cole was submitted to us
Just
think
chance
to
contact.
thetic adrenalin a
by Mr. Don Nelson, enthusiastic
9 tea garden news
you could watch day break and splinter into a
leader of the Hike Club. Now, Mr.
hundred different hues to the tune of "a partner- Nelson is a hiker of the first
hitler's stew
sh'p must be a voluntary association of two ormore water, but the question is: are
." You could be an eye-witness to his literary efforts also all wet?
individuals
the sun's stealthy creep over the Olympics to the We commend to the judgment of
rhythm of "he hablado, has hablado, ha hablado. Spectator readers this gem of li." And think of the marvelous repertoire that terature. We insist that we like
Mr. Nelson, anyhow.
one could expect from Father Nichols.
of
HIKER'S HOLIDAY
picture
our
a
mental
just
conjure
you
"Can't
By BILL MOFFAT
lies' sturdy of limb
little Joan of Arc making a gallant effort to pierce
of
heart
And
stout
This is the Catholic Press Month. phrases, fiery opinions, denunciathe blanket of darkness with her trusty cigarette
He'd rather, walk
It seems to call for some comment tions of governmental wrongs
f'ghting her way to the municipal bus
lighter
Than ride in a cart.
both on the nature of a Catholic made that paper and kept it soaruntil, finally,| Tes,
against all the elements of nature
he's a hiker.
Press and on the nature of the ing. A good paper can fight fire
the
front
upon
after hours of struggle she falls
Catholic Northwest Progress.
with fire. It has the obligation to
Then comes his day
steps of the Liberal Arts Building, and into her
Two Strikes
print the truth, and the truth at
j
!"
Of repose and rest
class, only 54 minutes late
First of alj, a Catholic press I times is hellish-hot.
If he were just normal
Getting hefore-flie-foell-rings sums up the situaTeo-Shoppe News
should be convincing in reporting
He'd take a siest,
tion, we discovered that J. J. Kohls Is really worChurch and the The pedestrian Catholic Norththe
the
news
of
But,
no he's a hiker.
that Gene Gibbons
red about that lost hour
views of the Church. It is ap- west Progress, we feel, leaves
is considering a littleinvestment concerning a flash
that there must be a Cath- ■ much to be desired. Written in
parent
Up at six
K«l Hardolic Press to champion Catholic j one of the most torrid centers of
light for those early morning walks
And
off
to
Mass
rights. A press that is frankly activity, the Tea-Shoppe news of
Through St. I'etnr's Gato
man plans to figure it all out on the slide rule an(i
it.
labelled
Catholic and bears what! the Progress is as flat, dull, and
sw'ng
he
can
The
BUI Stape isn't certain that
He hopes to pass
amounts in the twentieth century stale as last night's ginger ale.
five days a
(Rut not on foot!)
poor boy lias an 8 o'clock class
When the Wendell Wilkie cdito the stigma of a. religious point
week! Gene Tardiff never gets there for his eight Of course, He's a hiker.
has
two
on
it
be:tion (not so long ago but long forstrikes
view,
of
o'clock anyway, so we didn't ark him what he
fore it picks up the bat. To have gotten ) stormed the U. S., the
Then off he goes
Ray Bfongmln is a little too concerned
thought. .
prestige and deal death to moral Progress earned a reputation as a
truck
big
To
a
fine
about a Prom invitat'on from Holyoke College in
wrongs it must be writen in a Ireal newspaper. But it soon turned
Which'll carry him far,
at- Iover on its back and slid down the
Massachusetts to worry about such trivial things
To the Mountains, with luck. magnetic manner. It must
don't
attention
and
her
we
blame
reader's
chute to the conventional and
picture
after
tract
the
seeing
and
Sure, he's a hiker.
hold it right on through the last commonplace.
. Mary Ellen liojer sez that it's jakr with
him!
word on the last page. It is riCelestial Ledgers
her and Phyllis Miwiker la just laughing it off
And I'll make you a bet,
to ask the people to supdiculous
Regardless of one's sanctity, he
Of course you can say
whMe Fritz Veraher . while Fritz Bez that he's
port a press that is not worthy approaches the Progress with treWhat he'll be doing
just in the dark about
* thing!
* the
* whole
of the readers' intelligence; and pidation and a feeling that his
Thru the live long day
it
isnt' intelligent to buy the same j soul is undergoing a severe trial
Surprise!
hiking!
he'll be
Anda Donde? A lo baile, lo creo! But definitely.
unarresting news each week.
'by newsprint. Heated plowshares
see you
anytime past nine
Tomorow night
Monitor
become a welcome diversion.Even
And
thus
we
know
there? Oh, lo creo, lo creo, lo croo, (somebody
A high standard in a religious most pious Catholics find the paWhat a hiker does
we hope) Good If he's true and sincere
i paper is not unattainable. A Cath- per fatiguing and for the most
told us that it meant of course
we hope you won't
olic paper of San Francisco, The part, uninforniative. They read it
To that wonderful cause
luck Petrich and Bates
Bye
you
think
that
will!
hiking
Monitor, grips the reader's atgoes
don't
betcha!
he
it
and
we
You
need
(Continued on Page 4)
DON NELSON !tention octopus-like. Catchy words,
again.
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Within the next few days Seattle
College will be going to the polls to
choose their new Vice-President and
class representatives for the Advisory

cognisant of the apparent humor
of the situation, the Larruper finally broke down in gales of laughter repeating again and again:
"Step out of me affice, step out of
iiie

affice

Oh, that's the best

yet." And it was.
Th c experience of working on
The Spesctator is one similar only
to itself. There is no description
of it employing parallels. Those
of us who have had our hands in
things Journalistic can only gravely
"hake hands with ourselves and
thank ourselves for hating the initial courage to "sign up.' Strange
things can, and usually do, occur
in the Spec office. Only the initiative knows of them; only the Spec
member has the tales to tell and
the memories t" cherish. The underclassman is indeed wise to apply at the office for a post. Lowly
though the beginning, all of the
odltora wore, at ons trme, merely
cogga in the wheel; all aspirants
need only appear ard a fair trial
i!! be given them.

Board.
in the past, elections have been
taken much too lightly and as a direct
result a laxity has existed in the methods of handling such elections. Those
who are in charge of the polls seem to
think that because a minimum of student interest is displayed they are also
within their rights in being mildly interested in the task of conduction.
The Spectator suggests that a special room be set aside for holding the
ejection and further that registrations
he checked thoroughly at the time of
voting. This v/ill insure against the un:'.-;os.'.-«!■ results of past elections.
It is also necessary that a trustworthy arc competent group be put in
charge o* the voting and counting of
the bcllofrs, if complete election ef
ficiency is to be had.

The entire Catholic populace of the
nation is now observing Catholic Press
Month. It not only means that newsbe read, but it also
Those zealous and school-spirited papers should
students who have the time and de- means that all Catholic literature be
sire to read all of The Spectator
will have noted in last week'sissue read by the faithful.
that Miss Keavy and Idiffered on
It is both a duty and a privilege on
our analysis of Miss Tamara Toucamnvanova (accent on the second syl- our part to participate in this
(Continued

on Page

4)

paign.
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CLUBS
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MUSIC

Editor Marjorie Staples

Timid

Mary—

Katherine Cornell

Somewhat Scared Lack-a-daisically Roily Ellis and His Performers

Talent?

Girls-

Retiring—

In Swiss School

"Just you wait till I'm grown up. I'll get even with those
On Wednesday evening, January 28, was held the third
Open letter to the A.W.S.S.C.
people for laughing at me!" This was Katherine Cornell's For a brief sketch on one
Night of a series in which Mv Sigma, the music hon- "In Switzerland, the school
Music
Girls, why don't all of you
prediction when, as just a little girl, her father once tried of the Homecoming Court, we come to the A. W. S. S. C. orary society, presents talented performers to musically in- system is much different than
here. They stress the practical
to cure her of what he termed "stage struck ideas." Prob- have chosen naive, brown- meetings. After all, it is your terested students and friends. The program was opened
side rather than an all round
ably her most thrilling moment was back stage, the opening haired with blue eyes Mary organization
not the offi- by a selection by the men's quartet followed by a group of education." Mr. Walter Akcers'. We just try to unite and piano pieces by music professor Walter Aklin. The pieces lin's face flashed one of those
night of "Barrett Street," many years later, when that same McCoy, Junior Princess.
help plan things
you will
father told her, "You've done it,Kit! Now you can take your Naturally thrilled and some-] enjoy. How do wethat
were "The Sunken Cathedral" by Deßussy; "Chromatic Fu- surprise smiles that leave you
know
|
what scared, Mary fairly you want when you don'twhat
place with the best of them."
gue" by Bach and a 'Waltz" by Brahms. Closing this first wondering from whence it
ap|
of ipear and give your sugges- portion of the program was a solo by Sterling Miller; first came and went so swiftly.
This timid artist has always thought herself to be an ugly danced with anticipation
And too, one feels the warmth
great event. A graduate
the
person. She was not popular as achild and had an instinctive of Immaculate, she likes best tions and advice?
bass and general utillity man for the quartet. He sang of an unusual friendliness.
You complain that the same "Deep River."
"Because the opportunities
fear of being hurt. She has not outgrown this strange and outdoor recreation such as girls
are always on commitpsychic sensitivity, "it has always been her principal asset skiing, skating, swimming, tees. Why not come and get
The second part of the program consisted of an amateur I are not so great," he continued pursing
lips thoughtcamping, and hiking. She is a acquainted?
hour. Witty Master of Ceremonies Roily Ellis, introduced fully, "the his
as an artist and her principal liability as a person.
University stusociology major spending her Ito put youWe will be glad
on committees. each performer and supplied pertinent information support- dents are what you would call
This foremost star of the
extra hours behind the book- Just tell us you are
interest- ing each performance.
snobbish see what Imean?
times is appearing in Seattle
store counter or in the print ed!
They come from well-to-do
Leading
Betty
Log.
off
was
shop.
play
this week in the
"Rose
This is not meant for those
families and are more or less
Her outside activities in- who regularly attend (which gin who sang, "The Rosary." Music
Burke", which was especially
of
an exclusive group. When
clude filling the post of Vice- is quite a number) and are Using her contralto voice
The
graduates from high
Bronze
Woman
one
written for her by the French
presidency of the C. D. A. so helpful, but rather for
school,
he may either enter a
advantage,
fullest
gave
she
play-writer, Henri Bernstein. I As the sound of the plane Alumni, and being a member those who very lacka-daisi- to
trade
school
or shop in a
of the Third Order of St. cally pass up the meeting and a near perfect interpretation.
chosen field of work in which
It had its world premier in which carries her "Prince Francis. She
also admits mem- saunter down to Pat's or
Next was cowboy singer Dick
San Francisco, January 18, Charming" away grows bership in the Hermit's Club
With our country at war, case he becomes a highly speto
over
the
Cavern
or
some
cialized craftsman, enter the
1942, just three weeks ago.
and acts as Junior Hostess for place else.
Dehart who gave the New there is a need for a spiritual University
or, as in my case,
fainter and fainter,Millie, the the U. S. O.
The play is centered around
Mexican version of Chattan- stimulant which is to help the Conservatory of Music at
Become
more
united
by
brings down the cur- Born in Seattle twenty coming to meetings an
Rose, "a creative artist whose heroine
d be ooga Choo Choo." He ac- smooth these troubled and Zurich. Here too, the schools
ago, Mary stands five what our name signifies
differ. In America, you may
creations turns upon her and tains in the final act of, years
companied himself on the unsettled times. This feeling take up any study in the
feet
four
inches
and
will
The
wear
Associated
Women
StuUniof strife has been quieted,
almost destroys her. She Bronze Women whispering a sweet, very becoming old dents of Seattle College.
versities. Only strict Univerguitar and was supported by only by
—
the new importance sity subjects are taught in the
meets a part which demands softly, "And there he goes
fashioned-style blue taffetta
Sincerely,
very able puttering on of music — not just any University
some
dress,
tight-bodice
artistry
yards
(signed)
and
she
and
McGuire,
all of her
Frances
out of my life forever."
in Switzerland
and yards of skirt.
President, A.W.S.S.C. the piano by M. C.Ellis. Next .music, but recognized music. no music
no trades. Here,
turns it into an overwhelmBronze Woman was an orthe
number
of
credits is small
was
Seattle
has
ing drama!
program
genuine
on the
Manuel
made
compared to the huge number
iginal play by Rosemary Duprogress
and advancement j required
Vera with his harmonica. He
The following passages will
you
over there
during
this
season since the see, the Universities there do
help to emphasize what eant and Eliot Lewis. The
played "White Cliffs of Doarrival of Sir Thomas Beech- not run on a credit system as
makes her the truely great leading roles of Millie and
ver," "Concerto in B flat, and
am. Even though the eminent i they do here. A student puts
person she is today, the real- Conrad were capably por.
"Under her blue-grey skin the blood coursed through miles "Chattanooga Choo Choo." conductor has taken quite a in his four years of work on
ism and sincerity in all she trayed by Rosemary Ducant
one course and at the end, if
of coiled steel veins, super-heated and under such pressure as The Ketchikan Kid had the fancy for untimely notoriety his average
does and how unspoiled she and Eliot Lewis.
isn't above a certo be almost a solid."
crowd with him all the way. by interrupting his concerts tain point, he automatically
has remained.
The plot was verylight, difFrom the first statement in his book, "Delilah," Marcus He beat out his own accom- to disquiet newspaper photog- fails and is all through. No
"People ask me why Ialmajority of Goodrich sets the pace for his characterization of the de- paniment
ferent
from
the
raphers, he has done much to work may be repeated or
low the gray in my hair to
with the toe of his
make Seattle, Symphony con. made up. So, if you just play
plays.
stroyer
pace
speeds
Instead of
which is his central character. This
show. Idon't dye my hair our radio
shoe, interrupting once to
around in your classes, you
for the same reason that Ihaving the hero and heroine along through the two-part novel at such a rate as to leave plug the homecoming dance. scious.
are likely to- pay for it by the
after,
The
appearance
being
happy
they
give
ever
thereader
breathless.
How^
Goodrich
contrives
to
"Deof
John
loss
of your" degfe"! in tile
don't use make-up off the
Following Manuel came Clar- Barbirolli,
end.
Of
parted,
interesting
personality,
young
are
with
all
of
lilah"
such
an
how
he
makes
her
a
the
brilliant
a necessity, this prohopes
stage. Iprefer to be the way
inetist Warren Johnson and conductor of the New York duces skilled men, expert in
happiness
living
being
with
a
keen
away.
prow,
power,
taken
It
did
immeasurable
and
a
God made me. Surely Ihave
"The Song of India." Last on Philharmonic Symphony Or- their field. In music, a comwant not have an outstanding cli- dangerous hold on the lives of those within her is only one
the right to look as I
plete artist is turned out, masmax, but everything was well question. Another is how one man could know so much the program was Bill Moeller chestra as guest conductor of ter of his chosen instrument.
to in my private life."
who arrived at the music
Symphony Or- Mr. Acklin specializes on piShe has a great love for held together until the very about the technical aspects of navy life and death and still room just as Warren Johnson the Seattle
literature,
February
end.
The
Bronze
Woman
was
find
time
insert
in
his
work
discussions
of
fine
chestra
on
2 at- ano and organ. He received
to
the theatre, it is her very
finished
his
last
solo.
After
degree.
music,
philosophy,
religion,
history.
show
that
left
wonderand
ancient
and
modern
tracted
music
lovers
you
to fill to higher than a Master's
existence. Once when she was a
music, he had
Ellis, capacity
As
it
was
all
in
being
by
introduced
Mr.
the Music Hall.
approached as to why she has ing instead of happy at the The most puzzling of all is how he can do all this so well Bill sat down at the piano
to make up credits in sociolstory.
gripping
Many:
and
still
hold
the
thread
of
a
Of
Interest
To
The
outcome.
ogy,
history and science when
career,
she
not had a movie
and played "Stardust." He Metropolitan Opera Broad- he came to America
crew
com"Delilah's"
is
a
in 1925.
played
part
Eliot
Lewis
the
see,
replied, "You
when Iam
ent center of American in- was enthusiastically encored,
taught here at Seattle
He
has
January
types
cast
24
contrasting
bination
of
on
honored
ambitious,
strong-willed,
of
a
on the stage Ican feel someterest. Such names as Cor- and played for his second
College for six years.
thing of my own spirit flow- and justice-seeking man. He and the conflict of egos is in- regidor, Cavite, Sula Bay, number "Tea for Two." Bill the musical achievements of Once again the bushy brows
ing out directly to the audi- had no fears, and stopped at tensified by the overpowering Alongapo and Manila are won the prize (a one dollar Seattle when they dedicated lifted and the stormy blue
effect of the boat. The ship spiced through
the entire performance to ,eyes radiated friendliness. We
ence and mingling with their nothing to attain his end.
prea
stew
of
out
bill)
coming
three
votes
— its like an electric Rosemary Ducant portray- plunges over the seas of high World War Iintrigue.
"Music in Seattle." Sir Thom- were sharply brought back to
spirit
ahead of Betty Loggins.
"
adventure,
Beecham was the guest ;Seattle College classes by the
carrying
men
and
as
#
#
current passing over the foot- ed the part of a girl who
bell. Finding ourselves
conductor for the concert in hour
lights and binding together had held her ideal before her officers to their fates regard- Best record in many weeks
with a fascinating talk on
New York.
actor and audience. No mech- and when he did arrive he less of their wishes. And how is Tommy Dorsey's "Blue
Switzerland instead of a perMozart—
indeed,
Over
react,
how
the
Air
Waves:
In
:
sonality interview of Mr. Ackthe
men
anism that has ever been in- was unattainable. There were
Skies."
lin, Director of Music at Sei
years
people
the
situformer
walked
they
must
react
to
produce
peplayed
vented can
ths
other characters who
A Marie-cycle arrangement
College, we endeavored
J
out on the orchestra if they attle
but ations provides the basis for by Sy Oliver of this old one,
culiar blending of personal- their parts excellently
to remedy the situation with
dared play anything classical. a few pointed questions. Abthe human side of the story the record is the best Dorsey
ity."
had very minor roles.
men, brave men, quiet
It
was impossible to play a ;ashed, Mr. Acklin at once
of
loud
Love." TomAlthough very light, this
After her triumphant New
since "The One I
cowardly men.
complete
symphony or an all- withdrew and protesting that
men
and
my's trombone is as, always, Seattle College music lovers
York run of the Love Story radio play was very interestprogram. But in he devoted all his time to
it
written
Beethoven
Although
was
of Elizabeth Barrett and! ing entertainment.
mellow and smooth and the and theatre-goers- are bubrefused to talk further.
years,
in
of
radio has so Jmusic,graciously
bling
anticipation
the
recent
and publishedlong before De- last half trumpet solo by Elthanked him
Robert Browning, Katherine
We
first Pacific Northwest "Mogeneral level of ,and quietly quizzed members
cember 7, the action takes man adds the crowning note zart Festival" to be presented raised the
Cornell took the play on the
musical tastes that audiences of his classes. Seldom have we
by the Seattle Symphony Orplace mainly about the pres- to a masterpiece.
road. The night they were On Trail
such uniform enthuchestra under the direction of now demand the great com- 11met with
due to play in Seattle, the
and
admiration. Quotsiasm
posers.
only
ap|
It is not
an
distinguished Sir Thomas
train was very late, but the
New—
Beecham, said to be the great- preciative one, this radio au- ]ing Verna Paton, a Sophowho enaudience which packed the
est living authority on Mo- dience. It is an exacting and more nursing major
in his classes for elecrolled
theatre waited until after
Festival,
zart. The
based on critical one. Its opinions are tives,
Every year about this time,
"You never leave his
midnight for the play to
the masterworks of Mozar impartial. This is no audience <
taking with you
Club
class
without
Hiking
begins
the
to
opens with a matinee on Fristart, stood cheering at a
;
personality
part
a
of
his
warm
tired
of
bored
dilettantes
or
plans
make
for
their
anni13,
quarter of four when the final
lands, customs and In the next week the Gavel day afternoon, February
Pagan
!so hidden behind those bushy
at the Music Hall and closes experts: it is a vast assembversary Hike. Tentatively, religions will be the subjects
He's always ready
curtain was rung down. This
Club
will
choose
a
real
Sweetwith a spirited concert on lage of people who listen to eyebrows.
they
Sunday,
have
set
Februinterest
of
for
those
members
a
.even about
joke
to
take
people
is the kind of tribute
heart of the Campus .as a March 3. The Operatic-Festi- music for no other reason ]
22, as the big day. It of the Mission Committee, special
and
forever beary
his
hair
is
of
their
Valfeature
are eager to pay such a great
val Concert to be given on than that they love it
who will hold their initial entine-Friday the 13th Mixer. Thursday
iing led astray by his enthus!
has
been
traditional
to
have
evening,
February
actress.
it as close to Washington's meeting next Wednesday at To be picked on personality, 19, at the Civic Auditorium the most rewarding and ex- iiasm. He loses himself in his
12:10.
music
Ithink he
charm and genuine sweetness, will bo the most colorful and alting audiences for which love
j for
birthday as possible. Hiyu
looks with awe on the
still
Father Axer, Moderator of she will be the first sweet- brilliant of all the perform- any
orchestra could perform! works of the great masters.
C le wants it made known the club, himself was on his heart ever chosen at S. C.
Juanita
given
Washington,
ances
in
specifically that any and way to Mission work in China
In class, every one of us feels
Oregon, Idaho, and British Springa bond of understanding that
everyone is invited. Last year, when the war intervened and
Columbia.
increases with the weeks.
stopped
off
at
Seattle
Colone hundred ten attended ; he
In connection with this
Joan McHugh
Drama Critic
it is his quick boyish
Perhaps
lege.
tall,
lean
this year they expect many "We want all those who are Nora Keavy
smile, his sincerity, or his enDrama Critic "Mozart Festival,"
Music Critic British-accented Basil Duan
more. All those who have at- truly interested in this type Ted Mitchell
tire informality. He expects
Amid the hub-hub of an ordinary
Dick lirinck
Music Critic has staged, directed and proto leave class with an apare
more
us
perorganization
join
Spring-like
days
past
are
of
to
our Florence Brown
school day, round faced
Programs, duced a novel motion picture
— women tended in the
preciation
of music; in this
students and others clammered fect examples to tell you of small group," friendly Father Rosemary Bisrhoff
sending
fashion -minded
on "Mozart." It is at- than
based
he
fails.
Just mention
never
to vote for the Secretary of the
Music Critic tracting world-wide acclaim girls into a whirl of exciting,
wonderful time hadby all. Axer remarked.
a popular orchestra trying to
A.W.S.S.C. Feb. 3. As a result of the
signed up Joan Codiga So
all
those
who
Style Critic for the manner in which it
This year, as last year, the at the Sodality meeting some Catherine Mayer
the ejection, competent Juanita
JWotion- intrigues the general public. brilliant materials with pat- speed up the classics and pouf!
Brown is the new "pencil-pusher" club is planning to obtain the time ago, or all those who
terns having about them a All four walls and ceiling viPicture Critic It gives
a new interpretation
for the Association.
Kleinsmith Radio Critic
Ethel
care
to
look
and
Beach
and
would
in
see
touch
of style from old Mex- brate. Nothing so angers him
Edgewater
use
of
Wednesday of this week there
of the loves and music of a
Frances McOuire, Mary
or sends him on a rampage
was a meeting of the A.W.S.S.C. Country Club on Bainbridgo what the Club will be like, EllenPetrich, PatCramer
ico.
real representative of the
quicker."
are
asked
to
remember
the
planned
for the Island. Many alumni are exMany events were
Kay McArdle, Tom Anmost dynamic composers in
From the Fiesta comes the Students. Mr. Acklin!
date of the meeting, Wednes- derson, & Don Nelson
future. More information conClubs
1
(Continued on Page 4)
pected.
all music history
cerning- these will be given later.
day, Feb. 11.
Mr. Acklin, forgive us!
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Bates Says:
(Continued from Page 2.)

am not at
table in both names). I
all surprised. Miss X and Iare
forever differing. The good Father
Carmody would allow such diversity, Ithink, due to the subjectivity of beauty. Iinsist, however,
that T. T. and the whole Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo were infinitely more skillful in the ballets
following their premier performanc«at the Music Hall. Miss Keavy
was not present at those other perrather think Ihave
formances, so I

The Student
Observer

MORE ABOUT

No Man's Land
(Continued from page Two)

me with cries of "Fire."
There, someone in the second
row has decided not to stay for the
second feature and is edging out.
Well, at least Ican see the back
of my hair with the help of the

Ensign Returns Home
Returning for Homecoming Week
is Seattle College graduate, Ensign R. A. Morrison U.S.N.R. who
arrived this week from Corpus
Christi, Texas. Morrison is staying with his family in this city.
Ensign Morrison attended this
College from 1937 to 1939. He later
served as assistant physicist at the
Swedish Hospital.
His nava,! career began at Sand

Juniors Nervous
(Continued from Page 1)

this spring.
Reverend William G. Elliott SJ.
Affiliates with the national two provincial of the Oregon Province
years ago, Alpha Sigma Nu boast- which includes Washington, Oreed eight charter members, now gon, Montana and Idaho.
under leadership of burly presi- Arriving in Seattle on Sunday,
dent Tom Anderson has nine. They he expects to spend several weeks
are Tom Anderson, Bill Berridge, in the city and plans to address
Point; he is now at Corpus Christi Bill Pettinger, Ray Mongrain, Bud the students later in the week,
and will be at San Diego In the Bader, Gregor Mac Gregor, Bill according to Father McGoldrick,
near future.
Dean.
Stapjeton, Stan Conroy.

(Continued from Page 2)
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Spring Styles
Capture Students
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PETSCHL'S
MARKET

Your

COLLEGE

CAVERN
Serves The Beat Of

Luncheon and Coffee
(Basement

Entertainment
Speaker
Hall
Orchestra
Patrons
Invitations
Programs
Decorations
Tickets
Prizes
Raffle
Advertising
Chairman
Co-Chairman

Science Bldg.)

HAVE YOU TRIED ONE OF
OUR MALTS LATELY?

We Can Fill All Your
Pharmacy Needs
235 Brdy No.
CA. 4800

HILLTOP, INC.

EA. 3131

FROM

I
II

I

ALL SEATTLE COLLEGE

I

I

SEE YOU AT THE HOMECOMING BALL

I

I

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

I
I

FEB. 1

HOMECOMING BULLETIN
OPEN HOUSE
Friday, February 6

WILLIAM HAINES, LORRAYNE EISEN, General Chairmen

SCHEDULE
8:00
8:15
8:20
8:30
8:40
8:45

P. M
P.M
P.M
P.M...
—
P.M. Welcoming Address
P.M

Benediction (Chapel)
Introduction by Chairman (Library)
Drama Guild Sketch (Library)
Songs by Glee Club (Library)
Rev. Francis Corkery, S. J. (Library)
Club Exhibits

Virginia Marinoff, Bill Orland
Stan Conroy, Ed Kohls
Betty Gaffney, John Bulman
NOTE: The exhibits will be found in the various buildings. Members of the
Lee Clark, Ed Hardman
Intercollegiate Knights will act as guides. Visitors are welcome in all exhibits.
JRoscoe Balch, Eileen Mallon
Ann Baillargeon, Pat Schneider
Nora Keavy, Jean Kennard
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
Madeline Paquin, Mary Ellen Currid Invitations
Bob Lowden
Ronnie McHugh, Bud Feeley Telephone
Mary Ellen Beyer
Helena Brown, Nan Standish Club Exhibits
Mary Abernathy, Chuck Reed
Nan Standish
Court
Nan Standish, Helen Brown
Queens
Dwight Kramer
, Bill Stapleton, Bill Powers, Bill Swart
Benediction
Bill Bates
Mary Ellen Petrich
WE ARE HONORED TO HAVE AS PATRONS

,

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Paramount Theatre
Rosaia Bros.
Desmond-Bernier Dance Studio
Hertz Drive-Urself
Olympic Hotel

Olympic Bowl
Maison Blanc
Brown & Haley Candy Co.
Italian Village
Chas. E. Sullivan
Fifth Avenue Theatre

Earl MiHikin
Mayor
Arnold Brown
Chief Deputy Assessor
Robert Morris
County Auditor
Louis J. Forbes
Undersheriff

Paul Revelle

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pettinger
Mr. R. R. Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Kiely
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Petrich
Mrs. F. L. Manley
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Bader
David Levine, City Council

410 15th No.

—

CORDS— BELL BOTTOM CORDS— CORDS
In cream, navy .and caster 25- and 28-inch bottoms, $3.95
22-inch bottoms, $2.95 to $4.45
Youths' and Boys' Cords and Cloth Pants, $1.49 to $2.95
SLACKS NEW NOVELTY SLACKS
In checks, plaids, plain colors, from $2.95 to $4.95 in 22 and 24
inch bottoms. Novelty and pleated back sweaters Buttons
Zips— Wool Pullovers. Heavy wool jackets $3.95 and $4.95 in
plain colors and novelties. Heavy Brogue School Shoes $3.45
First and Union LARSEN CLOTHING CO. First and Union

—

N.

TO OUR GRADS

an'

Dempsey's
Pharmacy

408 Broadway

A HOMECOMING WELCOME!

Seattle College Homecoming Ball

1118 12th Avenue

Has Them All And We
Demonstrate

I

I TOMORROW NIGHT

-

LUNCHES REFRESHMENTS

Company

IMPORTANT

'

Pat's Bar-B Que

Radio Specialties

"

—

1923 Third Avenue
MAin 2871

Have You Heard the
Latest InRecords?

other chapters. No date is set, as Visiting the Jesuits in Seattle
yet, the convention is anticipated at the present time is the very

with a feeling that one really
OUGHT to encourage the Catholic
Press and that they are mortifying
the flesh and improving their balance in the celestical ledgers. One
can, therefore, scarcely hope that
mirror in my compact. Iturn failing away Catholics will disspoke to
around and manipulate the tiny, cover in it the voice that
Paul on the road to Damascus.
only
cracked object,
to be amazed And Iam certain the voice had
by the reflection of a wavy, red something more compelling to say
her stumped.
mane. Being a brownette, this than the date of the last Parish
phenomenon somewhat puzzles me tea and the beauty of Miss McGillicuddy's swirling pink chiffon, i
EdRANDOM THOUGHTS: Mr.
until Idiscover that Ruth Brock is
♥ * *
ward Murrow, chief of the Europ- standing in front of me.
If
ean Division of the Columbia
Too many cooks spo'l the broth j
Four minutes remain until the
Broadcasting System, spoke regraduated
If
Iwere Hitler's I'd poison
class,
I
next
and
I
have
cently and told many humorous and
his froth. *
prop my open
many grim stories. Of paramount to the front row. I
♥
import, though, was his warning: purse on the narrow glass shelf
Book Worms
through
my
comb
one
curl.
and
run
Don't relax. The British, in their
The book drive to make book
Somebody Iwon't mention the
—
CD setup, rushed to help at the beginning of the war. When, after name thrusts out a well-pointed worms of soldiers found a differeight and a half months, no bomb- elbow and my purse crashed to the ent kind of worm last week. Not
floor, its contents mingling with one book was turned in for the
ers had come, the CD organization
boys in camp. Every one thought
began to irk people, then, and only the paper towels in the waste bas- every one else would bring books
floor.
.
pins
ket
and
the
hair
on
the
then, did the Germans begin bombsmile, she raises but not a discarded newspaper was
ing, and to horribleadvantage. We With a saccharine
plucked eyebrows, murmurs an thrown in the box. Give books.
must organize effectively,and more her
apologetic
"Sorry," and drifts from Make the soldier's life occupied.
important, according to this fine
the
room
in
a cloudof "Apple Blos- Dont' forget what happened at
reporter
stay organized!
My
Heroically adding jewels to Pear,l Harbor. They're doing their
som."
personal thanks to the I.K. S. for my
crown in heaven, Irefrainfrom part and your part too, so make
their splendid help in our Home- comment
and forage in the waste them content with good reading
coming plans. Their skating party
my lipstick and compact. material.
basket
for
♥ ♥ *
was but a concrete example of the
powder has spilled
Of
course
all
aid they have rendereda busy comSuperman
my powder puff has fallen
mittee... Many aud varied were out andsink,
in
the
but
lipstick
Reminiscing
through my thoughts
my
is
unthe comments on last week's Spec. injured. Triumphantly Irise from
Ican't help thinking what a neat
Although not all the opinions were
favorable, still Editor LaLanme can the floor with my purse refilled, job scarcehalred Bill Bates is doonly to find that the powder room ing in his Publicity Department.
rest assured thathehas made Spec- Pandoras have changed shifts and
tator history. The students are fi- nineteen more stand unpowdered There are a bushel of little things
that Idisagree on with Mr. Bates
nally beginning to read more than
and uncombed in front of me.
but it is the mountainous things
the headlines A sincere apology
Slightly mashed and abashed, Ion which Iagree with him. When
to Dr. Drill. His name was some- step
back and am again caught up Ilook back on all the advertising
how twisted into Drin. The fault in the tide,
time outgoing. he is rummaging for Homecoming
is my own because Iread proof on Three secondsthis
later, with toes Icant' help pondering what a
my own column and missed the er- crushed
again Superman job he is doing.
and curls drooping,I
ror.
peel myself from the adjoining
locker, and stumble down the hall,
DONT FORGET to bring your
friends, your folks, and those older my pride lying in shreds with my
in human nature among the
brothers and sisters who graduated faithpins
hair
on the powder room floor.
from S. C. Hown to the Open House
(Continued from page Two)
tonight. The chairmen have worked
long
hard and
to turn out an enHomer to Robert Frost will soon
joyable evening and it would be a
be relegated to the Quizz Kids.
shame to waste their efforts.
Foyle Foiled
Those who do read books are
frequently limited to the bestKulogies have always come hard
seller list. The mad knight, Don
to me. Ifind very few words that
(Continued from Page Three)
Quijote and his man-s erva n t
fit my feelings. Iam confronted
with that situation aguirt this week. "Belle of the Ball" in a long Sancho Panza wi,ll still be travelling the high roads of Spain when
Twfr pTifft yp^fcg ftgn -we all bade torso evening dress of
mid-j men have forgotten Anthony AdBills Berridtce and Pettinger Godspeed. Now, it is Bangor Bob Ma- night black. For her after- verse and Kitty Foyle.
There can be no comprehensive
haney. The Mick is answering his noon attire, the young sen- reading
of everything printed tocountry's call to tho colors. There
orita
wore
day. Reading of good books is a
colorful
hues
of
|
is not a man or woman at S. C.
matter of choice,
Reader's
who doesn't respect and love the lime green and lemon yellow] Digest or no other which
magazine can
drawling Irisher. Being in some with dashes of red.
perform for the individual. It's a
way responsible for Bob's appearLarge, splashy flowered matter of horse-sense to prefer
ance at the College, Ifeel'doubly1 the great and more important to
sad to see. him leave after having dresses are being introduced the secondary and trivial—
in litespirited
made such a
start. That, into fashion cricles. They are rature as well as in life.
however, is war. We accept it.
diversion from the usual
Jim O'Brien ;
Good luck, Bobby. S. C. will be a
proud of you, as it will of the oth- solid-colored winter apparel.
ers. And when this is all over, be
The unusual but clever hobthe same pious, manly, likeable kid
nail
shoes are one of the most
you are now.
popular
designs in shoe fashMONSIGNOR FULTON J.
Saturday, February 7, 1942
Civic Auditorium
SHEEN last Sunday, as always, ion history since the wooden
spokebeautifully, effectively, piercingly. The noted speaker is giving clop-clops. Incidentally, they,
DANCING 9-12
a series of discourses on the gen- still roam the campus in
eral heading of "Peace." While we untiring succession.
SURPRISES!
SURPRISES !
all listen to Hope with his halfAnd while we were down- 1
PRIZES?
PRIZES!
smutty gags, to the month-old Hit
Parade, how many of us caw say town, we couldn't help notic- "
that we listen to the Sunday after- ing that the well-liked plaid|
noon Catholic Hour Program on
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
KJR at 3P. M. There is none bet- short socks have decreased!
ter. Make it a must!
in price. One can buy them at ! Super Committee:
Joan Sullivan, Jack Terhar,
departMcGuire,
one of the downtown
Tony Buhr, Francis
\
Jeanne Paquin, Bob Lowden
ment stores.
Publicity
.....Kay Smith, Dick Brinck
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Chromedge Metal Trims

New, Beautiful, Practical

PAT'S
1119

-

12th Aye.

For Wall and Floor
coverlngB

KELLY, Inc.
lfl3o
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CLARK'S
The Otis Hotel RoundThe Clock
804 Summit Aye.

iooi Olive Way
open all

night

COURTESY OF
ROYCROFT THEATRE

Compliments of

Coliseum Theatre
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